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Abstract
In 2003 significant heating of the MKE Extraction kicker magnets in CERN’s SPS was
confirmed by measurements with beam. The dissipated power was so high that it would
seriously jeopardize the good functioning of the kicker by warming the ferrite above the
Curie temperature. In an impedance reduction campaign the beam coupling impedance
of the present kickers was assessed with wire measurements and possible cures were
evaluated. For a reliable impedance determination refined measurement methods had
to be used. Any kicker modification should not deteriorate kick field quality and high
voltage capability. Shielding the ferrites with printed metallic strips turned out to be a
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Beam coupling impedance is a critical issue in many high intensity particle accelerators.
The problems are twofold: longitudinal and transverse impedance may drive instabili-
ties and cause undesired tune shifts, while the real part of the longitudinal impedance
also gives rise to power dissipation in the component. For high intensities this may
cause significant heating, as was found in the SPS MKE extraction kickers in 2003,
when the kickers were heated by about 60◦ C, approaching the Curie temperature at
≈ 130◦ C. In this temperature range the kicker functionality is impaired; going beyond
the Curie temperature mechanical damage is also possible [1].
In many cases a component’s beam coupling impedance can be determined using analyt-
ical calculation or numerical simulations. In some situations, however, due to complex
geometries or not very well known electromagnetic material parameters, these two ap-
proaches are difficult and complementary information is desirable. Measurements with
beam generally give only an overall picture of the entire machine or at best a coarse
localization of elements with high impedance [2]. Additionally, most of such measure-
ments require precious beam time. Wire measurements on the other hand can be done
on parts or the entire component in air in the laboratory.
To reduce the real part of the longitudinal impedance to reasonable values an RF by-
pass has been installed. Additionally, in order to get a better understanding of other
intensity limitations the transverse impedance was determined. After a discussion of the
measurement techniques used, the modifications on the kickers will be shown together




Wire measurements rely on the fact that the electromagnetic field distribution of an
ultrarelativistic beam is very similar to that of a TEM line. Both longitudinal and
transverse coupling impedance can be determined by using a single wire or two wires
driven in phase opposition. The standard wire measurement techniques are described
in [3]. Generally speaking, the wire diameter should be made as small as possible to get
a high line impedance, which best reflects the fact that the beam acts as an ideal current
source. A practical criterion is that the line impedance should be much higher than the
component’s impedance. However, with typical line impedances of the order of a few
hundred Ohms, this cannot be fulfilled for many accelerator components. Conversely,
for very small impedances it can be worthwhile to work with low line impedances, since
then the same effects are more easily measurable. The desired small wire diameter also
conflicts with the required low losses in the wire.
The measurement device of choice is a two-port vector network analyser. In this chapter
the practical issues related to wire measurements will be discussed in some detail, too,
starting with sag.
2.1 Sag
For horizontal accelerator elements which are longer than roughly 1 m, the effect of sag
may play a significant role. An obvious solution to this problem would be to put the
element in a vertical position as done e.g. for certain measurements in superconducting





for a wire with a weight force per length g and length l on which a horizontal force
H acts. Tension forces of the order of 10 N may be necessary; in case the material of
choice, copper, cannot stand the required tension, CuBe can be used. Steel wires should
be considered with care, since they have a finite (and frequency-dependent) magnetic
permeability.
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Figure 2.1: The setup for a longitudinal impedance measurement. The DUT line is
composed of the DUT itself with the inserted wire.
2.2 Longitudinal measurements
Longitudinal measurements are rather straightforward to perform. A single wire is
inserted into the device under test (DUT) and the signal transmission (S21) is measured,
from which the longitudinal impedance can be calculated. For small losses a resonant
measurement may be a better approach, since very high sensitivity can be obtained
this way.
2.2.1 Single wire transmission
The set-up for a single wire measurement is sketched in Fig. 2.1. The generator and the
connecting cables are usually devices with Z0 = 50 Ω, while the TEM line composed of
the wire and the DUT in general has a higher line impedance ZL. For a circular beam
pipe and wire the line impedance is given by the well-known expression [4]




with the beam pipe diameter D and the wire diameter d. Approximate formulae are
available for other geometries. Another very common case is a flat beam chamber. For
a wire between two parallel plates spaced by D







while for a square with side length D the geometric factor in the argument of the
logarithm is 1.08. Since most impedance measurements are done over large frequency
ranges, a wide band matching is necessary.
Matching. Several techniques exist for matching the line in the DUT to the system
impedance Z0:
• The use of a transformer for not too high frequencies [5, 6].
• Since power loss is not much of an issue, resistive matching is another option.
There are two approaches:








Figure 2.2: Resistive networks for the input matching. Left: Two resistors can be used
for full matching. Right: A single series resistor provides one-way matching from the
DUT to the measurement system.
– Two-way matching is possible with two resistors (Fig. 2.2, left). The values





Rs = ZL − ZLRp
ZL +Rp
– One-way matching only from the DUT to Z0 can be done with a single series
resistor (Fig. 2.2, right). In this case we simply have
Rs = ZL − Z0. (2.4)
The reflections back to the generator are reduced by attenuators. A calibra-
tion on the DUT side of the matching network (reference plane indicated
by a dashed line in Fig. 2.2) then allows measurements to be made in a
system with impedance ZL. This technique is very fast and handy, but the
power dissipation and reflection by the matching resistors and attenuators
may impact sensitivity. Care should be taken that the resistors really behave
as such over the entire frequency range of interest.
• For high frequencies a tapered coaxial line can be used. This method works well
only when the taper is much longer than the wavelength.
• In case a thick wire can be tolerated the line in the DUT can be built with
line impedance Z0, connected to the measurement lines by a taper of constant
impedance Z0.
Impedance evaluation. The transmission across the DUT, S21,DUT is measured and
compared to an ideal reference line (S21,REF ). The response of the reference line can
be measured or calculated according to the available analytical models. For instance,
S21,REF for a homogeneous matched line corresponds to the electrical length of the










Figure 2.3: The resonator method for measuring the longitudinal impedance allows high
sensitivity to be obtained. Capacitive coupling is used on both sides of the structure.
For the calculation of the longitudinal impedance Z a number of formulae involving dif-
ferent approximations exist [3,7,8,9]. The main parameter is the (normalized) electrical





where L is the length of the DUT and λ the wavelength. The formulae can be summa-
rized as follows.
• Lumped impedance formula. For a short component, where Θ ≤ 1 and L smaller





For longer structures this formula may yield unphysical results.
• Log formula. For distributed impedances a good approximation is given by
Z = −2ZL lnS21. (2.8)
This formula is very versatile, it can be also applied for lumped impedances,
although it is less accurate in this case.
• Improved log formula. For long components and/or high frequencies (Θ ≥ 1) a
better approximation is given by







However, contrary to the “standard” log formula it cannot always be used when
Θ ≤ 1. For instance, for a frequency-independent lumped impedance the term
lnS21/(2Θ) diverges as f → 0, which is unphysical.
2.2.2 Resonant measurements
When high sensitivity is needed, the transmission technique discussed above may not be
sufficient. The TEM line in the DUT can be readily adapted for resonant measurements
by replacing the connection of the wire to the inner conductor of the measurement lines
by capacitive coupling (Fig. 2.3). The structure resonates when
L = nλ/2 (2.10)
where L is the structure length, λ the wavelength and n the number of the resonance.
The resonator method presents several advantages:
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Figure 2.4: Typical pattern found in a resonant measurement of a graphite collimator for
LHC. The quality factor of each peak allows the real part of the longitudinal impedance
at the respective frequency to be calculated.
• The transmission losses corresponding to the real part of the longitudinal im-
pedance can be measured with a very high precision.
• No matching is needed.
• It is immune to many spurious effects, such as connector repeatability, instrument
drift or calibration uncertainties.
However it is to be used with care if the impedance of the DUT changes rapidly with
frequency.
In Fig. 2.3 it is also possible to short-circuit port 2. The resonance condition is then
L = (2n− 1)λ/4. (2.11)
However, the quality factor measurement is more difficult in reflection than in trans-
mission.
The quality factor Q of each resonance can be determined to a very high precision and
can be used to calculate the line attenuation and thus the real part of the longitudinal
impedance. It must be noted that only resistive losses show up, while losses due to re-
flections inside the structure do not (to first order) affect the measured Q. In principle
it is also possible to determine the imaginary part of the longitudinal impedance by
measuring the detuning of the resonance peaks. However, the coupling elements and
other discontinuities in the set-up cause detuning too, thus increasing the uncertainty
of the results. A typical resonance pattern is depicted in Fig. 2.4. Due to the frequency-
dependency of the capacitive coupling, the absolute magnitude of the first resonance
peaks is low. When the coupling is too low, noise starts to affect the measurement,
whereas too high coupling introduces an error in the unloaded Q factor determination.
Impedance evaluation. The loaded quality factor QL and the magnitude of S21
are measured at each resonance peak. In addition, S11 and S22 can also be recorded,
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when a full two-port calibration was done. For weak and approximately equally strong
coupling at both ports the coupling coefficient is given by [10]
k =
|S21|
1− |S21| . (2.12)
The difference between the unloaded Q factor Q0 and the measured QL is of the order
of k. An approximate correction can be done by
Q0 = QL · (1 + k). (2.13)
A better estimation of Q0 can be inferred by using the reflection coefficients. The





A significant part of the line attenuation may be due to the finite wire resistivity. The







with the wire resistivity ρw, the permittivity , the frequency f , the wire diameter d
and the outer conductor diameter D. In addition, at low frequencies the finite skin
depth in the inner conductor should be taken into account. Then the real part of the
impedance per length is found from the corrected attenuation α = αm − αw using the
log formula (Eq. 2.8) as
<{Z ′} = 2ZL · α (2.16)
where ZL designates the line impedance in the DUT.
2.3 Transverse measurements
A conventional transverse impedance measurement consists of two wires driven with
opposite phases. A dipolar field is excited in the DUT, which interacts with the fringe
field only. Therefore the effects are smaller and make the measurements more com-
plicated. For the two wire approximation to hold, the wire spacing should be much
smaller than the beam pipe diameter [3,12]. Unfortunately, this conflicts with the prac-
tical need to get a clearly measurable effect. A wire spacing of about a third of the
aperture appears to be a good compromise. Two wire measurements yield the detuning
or dipolar component of the transverse impedance whereas a moving wire measurement
gives the sum of dipolar and quadrupolar terms [16].
There are three main methods for the two wire measurement:
• The direct transmission measurement and the resonant loop measurement for
rather high frequencies
• The single wire over an image plane
• Ordinary loop measurements below resonance for low frequencies.
The latter method is very well treated in [13, 14] and will not be described here. The
single wire with image plane suffers from practical problems, since it is not easy to
introduce large metal plates into an accelerator component. In addition, waveguide
modes may appear in the beam pipe at lower frequencies.























Figure 2.5: Set-up for a transverse impedance measurement. The two wires in the DUT
are driven in phase opposition via two hybrids. Each hybrid output is then matched
separately to the two-wire line.
2.3.1 Two wire transmission
In practice the phase opposition between the two wires can be obtained by splitting
the input signal in a 180◦ hybrid and recombining it in the same way to get the DUT
output signal (Fig. 2.5). Another way would be to use a push-pull transformer. The
horizontal/vertical transverse impedance is found when the wires are installed in the
horizontal/vertical plane.
Matching. For small wire spacings the beam pipe can be neglected in the calculation
of the line impedance. The difference-mode impedance of a two wire line in free space





where a is the wire diameter and ∆ the spacing.
As for longitudinal measurements one can use a transformer as well as a resistive match-
ing. A transformer with two opposite windings on the secondary side has the advantage
of combining the matching and the signal splitting in one element. For resistive match-
ing after a hybrid (Fig. 2.5) each 50 Ω hybrid output has to be matched to half the
difference mode line impedance. If matching is done with single series resistors RS for
each wire, the value of each resistor is
RS = ZL/2− Z0. (2.18)
Calibration should be done including hybrids and matching networks.
Impedance evaluation. From the measured S21 an impedance Z is calculated as in
the longitudinal case using Equations 2.7 to 2.9. Then the transverse impedance in the





where c is the speed of light. Usually the measured effect is small and the wire attenu-
ation should be removed numerically or by a reference measurement.











Figure 2.6: Set-up for a resonant transverse impedance measurement. To excite the pi
mode on the loop, capacitive coupling in phase opposition is used on the open side; on
the closed side there is a loop for inductive coupling.
2.3.2 Resonant measurements
The good experience obtained using resonant methods for the longitudinal impedance
motivated the search for a similar technique for transverse measurements. In principle
two wires can be driven resonantly. With two parallel isolated wires left open on both
sides, two resonant modes are possible:
1. The “0” mode: the current has the same phase in both wires. For small wire
spacing this corresponds to the single wire measurement.
2. The “pi” mode: the current has opposite phase in the two wires. The mode atten-
uation is related to the transverse impedance.
The two modes are degenerate, which makes them difficult to use in practice. A very
good mode-selective excitation would be necessary to suppress the unwanted 0 mode.
The same is true for a single loop. However, when an open loop is used, the degeneration
is broken.
Resonant loop. An open loop as sketched in Fig. 2.6 can be driven resonantly and
can be regarded as a folded λ/2 resonator. The condition for a pi mode resonance is
L = (2n− 1)λ/4. (2.20)
In measurements the 0 mode can be suppressed by mode-selective excitation, i.e. ca-
pacitive coupling through a 180◦ hybrid at the open end and inductive coupling at the
shorted end.
Impedance evaluation. The data evaluation went along the same lines as for the
longitudinal resonator measurements. From the QL and S21 of each resonance peak the
Q0 and subsequently the attenuation αm were calculated. Then αm was corrected for
the wire attenuation and several smaller effects, in particular the finite skin depth at
low frequencies, the proximity effect and losses on the shorted side of the loop. In a
first test a very good sensitivity was achieved by using 8 mm diameter copper rods. For
transverse measurements larger wire radii may be used, since a large line impedance
can still be achieved when the wire spacing is large enough. It can be shown that for
circular rods the field pattern corresponds to the one of a line with thin wires with a
wider spacing [4, 15].
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2.3.3 Moving wire
In a symmetric structure a single wire measurement yields a longitudinal impedance
Zm of [16,12]
Zm = Z + Z1xx2 + Z1yy2, (2.21)
where Z is the ordinary longitudinal impedance measured in the center, x and y are
the horizontal and vertical wire offsets and Z1x and Z1y are frequency-dependent coef-
ficients. They are related to “generalized” transverse impedances Zx and Zy by
Zx = ZTR,x − Zdetuning = c2pif Z1x (2.22)




Here ZTR,x and ZTR,y designate the usual (“driving”) transverse impedances as found
in the two-wire measurement. ZTR,x and ZTR,y are linked to a wakefield generated by
an on-axis charge on an off-axis test charge. Zdetuning is related to the wakefield of
an off-axis charge on an off-axis test charge. Taking the sum of these two equations
Zdetuning can be eliminated, giving
Zx + Zy = ZTR,x + ZTR,y. (2.24)
Therefore the two-wire measurements in both planes can be compared to the moving
wire data.
In practice Zm is measured at several positions in the horizontal and vertical plane.
When the offset from the center is small the change in Zm between individual mea-
surements may become comparable to the measurement uncertainty, while for too large
offsets higher-order terms would have to be included into Eq. 2.21. It should be noted
that ZL changes as the wire is moved off-center. This cannot be neglected in general,
since the effect may be of the same order as the expected change in Zm.
Impedance evaluation. For constant offset y = y0 the measured Zm is a second
order polynomial of x. The coefficient Z1x can be extracted by fitting a parabola to the
measured data at each frequency point. Similarly, Z1y can be determined by measure-
ments with vertical offset. The sum of the transverse impedances ZTR,x+ZTR,y can be
found using Equations 2.23 and 2.24.
2.4 Summary
The determination of the beam coupling impedance by means of wire measurements
was discussed focussing on practical aspects. Longitudinal measurements are a rather
straightforward technique and several possibilities of impedance matching between the
measurement system and the device under test were considered. In addition to ordinary
transmission measurements resonant methods can be used. At distinct frequencies they
offer high sensitivity and low susceptibility to most spurious effects.
For the transverse impedance the two wire transmission measurement is the standard
technique. Also, we presented a novel resonant technique providing high sensitivity
in transverse measurements. Furthermore, we discussed the moving wire method, that




The MKE kickers are fast kickers for extraction of the LHC beam from the SPS towards
LHC and towards the CNGS (CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso) fixed target. They are
built with a U-shaped ferrite yoke, which is excited by a current pulse in a single
loop. The cross-section of the kicker is shown in Fig. 3.1. The kickers are composed
of seven ferrite cells which are separated by a metallic support structure, see Fig. 3.2.
These ferrite cells are housed in a vacuum tank having a total length between flanges
of ≈ 2.2 m. The aperture varies slightly for the different types; it is 147.7 by 35 mm
for the MKE-L and 135 by 32 mm for the MKE-S magnets. The ferrite blocks are
made of Ferroxcube 8C11 for most of the magnets; only for MKE-L9 the high Curie
temperature ferrite Ferroxcube 4E2 was used [17]. More details about the kickers can
be found in [18,19].
3.1 Shielding techniques
When the beam passes through a component containing magnetic material, the beam-
induced magnetic field is concentrated in the ferrite. Since in the frequency range of
interest (up to ≈ 1 GHz) the ferrite used in the MKE kickers has high polarization
losses, the real part of the impedance is high. This leads to power dissipation in the
ferrite and therefore to a very significant heating [1]. In addition due to the high ferrite
permeability µ together with a considerable permittivity  the wake fields are retarded,
which causes the imaginary part of the longitudinal impedance to rise. These two effects
impact the transverse impedance, as well.
In order to reduce the longitudinal impedance, the beam-induced magnetic field must
be prevented from penetrating the ferrite. The most straightforward approach is to
install shielding between the beam and the ferrite that guides the image currents. Such
a shielding should fulfil the following requirements:
• It must not short-circuit the high voltage kick pulse.
• It should not significantly damp the kick field and should have a very low impact
on the fast magnetic field rise time, i.e. eddy current effect should be minimized.
This can be done e.g. by using longitudinal strips.
• Any aperture reduction should be minimized.
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Figure 3.1: Cross-section of the MKE kicker magnet. The beam axis is indicated by
the green cross in the center of the aperture. In this structure the high real part of the
longitudinal impedance is mainly due to polarization losses in the ferrite close to the
beam, which may lead to substantial ferrite heating.
Figure 3.2: An MKE magnet after the assembly of the ferrite cells. The hot and the
cold conductor can be seen on the left and right side of the aperture, respectively. In
this magnet no shielding is installed, i.e. the beam-induced electromagnetic fields see
the “naked” ferrite.
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(a) The top and bottom plates of the ceramic insert.
in 
(b) Installation of the ceramic in-
serts in a single ferrite cell for bench
measurements.
Figure 3.3: Ceramic inserts with metallic strips on both sides can be used to shield the
ferrite from the beam’s electromagnetic fields. The image currents couple capacitively
across the dielectric. However, due to aperture restrictions the ceramics can only be
installed on the sides of the kicker gap, which reduces the shielding efficiency.
• Ideally it should be possible to retrofit the solution into existing kickers. Therefore
the installation should be possible without too large modifications to the kicker,
since the available time is very limited.
• The conducting elements should be in good thermal contact with the kicker struc-
ture.
• The ultra high vacuum requirements must be respected.
Considering these requirements, two main approaches were identified, namely ceramic
inserts with metallic coating on them and metallic strips directly applied onto the
ferrite.
3.1.1 Strips on ceramic insert
Since in the MKE kickers the dynamic beam aperture is a flat ellipse there is no beam
at the sides of the kicker gap. This allows ceramic inserts to be installed with printed
or painted stripes on them in each ferrite cell. The stripes are made from thick film
paste; they are electrically connected to the front of the cell on one side and to the
back of the cell on the other side. The image currents thus will run along the stripes
and capacitively couple across the ceramics. However, the efficiency of this method is
limited by the fact that in the center no shielding can be installed without reducing
the beam aperture. An implementation of this method is shown in Fig. 3.3. More on
the subject, including different ceramic geometries and painted shieldings, is described
in [20].
3.1.2 Strips applied directly onto the ferrite
Another option consists of applying low-impedance coatings directly onto the ferrite.
Interleaved fingers were realized by painting as well as by serigraphically printing thick-
film paste onto the ferrite blocks (Fig. 3.4). A conductor thickness of≈ 30 µm after firing
was applied with the printing technique, whereas an average thickness of ≈ 200 µm
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(a) A ferrite block with printed metallic stripes. (b) Assembly of the MKE-L10 kicker, which
was fully equipped with printed metallic
stripes.
Figure 3.4: Interleaved metallic strips directly painted or printed on the ferrite blocks
can be used for shielding the entire ferrite surface with negligible aperture loss. The im-
age currents couple capacitively between adjacent strips. Ferrite block length: 205 mm,
finger length: 185 mm, finger width: 2 mm, finger spacing: 20 mm.
was found for the painted conductors. Every other finger is connected electrically at
the far end of the ferrite block. The geometry was chosen such as to provide a finger
spacing sufficient to withstand the high voltage between adjacent fingers while still
shielding as much as possible of the ferrite surface. Here the image currents couple
capacitively between adjacent fingers. While both painting and printing techniques
were tried, printing was retained for various practical reasons; more cost effective and
reproducible uniform coating thicknesses could be obtained. In addition, serigraphy
yields rounded off conductor edges, which is very convenient for limiting high electrical
fields.
3.2 Summary
In order to fight the beam-induced heating of the MKE kickers, a quick and reliable
solution for shielding the ferrite blocks was needed. The two main approaches followed
were conducting strips on ceramic inserts and interleaved metallic fingers directly ap-
plied onto the ferrite surface. Painting and serigraphic printing techniques were used
for applying the coatings. After evaluating each technique on single ferrite cells, an
entire kicker was equipped with the most promising shielding, which turned out to be
serigraphed interleaved fingers. The next chapter is dedicated to the evaluation of the
shielding’s impact on impedance.
Chapter 4
Longitudinal kicker impedance
During the 2003 scrubbing run in the SPS substantial heating of five MKE type kick-
ers was found [1]. These kickers were equipped with heat conductance ferrite block
cooling. Well before that it had been pointed out in several publications that the MKE
impedance might be of significant impact on future accelerator performance. [21,22,23].
Finally, at the beginning of 2003 an impedance reduction campaign was started. First,
the longitudinal impedance was evaluated on a single ferrite cell and possible ways
to reduce it assessed. The principle idea was to provide a low-impedance by-pass for
the image currents and thus shield the ferrite from the beam-induced magnetic fields.
The latter are responsible for the high observed heating, since they lead to polariza-
tion losses in the ferrites. Several options were tested in the single cell for impedance
issues. Serigraphed interleaved strips directly on the ferrites were identified as the most
promising technique that fulfilled technological, impedance, magnetic field quality and
high voltage requirements. A first magnet was fully equipped with this kind of shielding,
while two of the other test cells were recuperated from the bench setup and installed
as a retrofit at the extremities of another magnet alongside with unshielded ferrites.
For the calculation of Z the standard log formula (Eq. 2.8) was used throughout this
report, since it provides a conservative estimate of the kicker impedance and gives use-
ful results in all cases. About 30% higher values may be obtained with the improved log
formula, but the latter is difficult to apply in particular at low frequencies and when
waves run around the ferrite module inside the kicker tank.
4.1 Tests on a single kicker cell
Given the short timescale and the complexity, cost and effort involved in mounting
and demounting entire magnets it was decided to build and measure only single cell
prototypes of each shielding option (Fig. 4.1). The results for the entire kicker can then
be obtained to a good approximation by scaling to the full length. Uncertainties enter
at the following points:
• Without shielding, in a single cell the geometry is homogeneous longitudinally,
which is not the case for an entire kicker, since there the cells are separated by
metallic high voltage frames.
• In the single cell, the hot conductor was left floating in the test set-up, whereas
it is connected and matched to the pulse generator in the fully equipped magnet.
16
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(a) Original geometry: Unshielded ferrites di-
rectly seen by the beam.
(b) First impedance reduction trial: copper strips
on either side of the beam axis.
Figure 4.1: The first step of the impedance reduction campaign: evaluation of the
potential improvement on a single ferrite cell. The beam axis is in the center of the
aperture.
• Tank modes do not appear in the single cell measurement.
As a first step the effect of ferrite shielding by copper strips was evaluated (Fig. 4.1(b)).
The real part of Z for this case is shown in Fig. 4.2 together with the other options.
Compared to the unshielded ferrites (black trace) the copper strips (dashed magenta
trace) gave a very significant improvement. After this encouraging result it was tried to
find solutions that can be used in a real kicker and give a similar impedance reduction.
Interleaved fingers printed by serigraphy directly onto the ferrites turned out as the
most promising candidate (solid green trace in Fig. 4.2).
For easy comparison and scaling Z was normalised to the length. Below 100 MHz
distinct resonances were found. The peak at 66.4 MHz for the unshielded setup should
be due to the hot conductor that was left electrically floating inside the cell.
4.2 Impedance reduction with shielding
In this section the longitudinal impedance of two fully assembled magnets is compared,
representing the two extreme cases:
1. MKE-L8: no shielding at all
2. MKE-L10: all ferrite cells equipped with serigraphed interleaved metallic stripes
Besides the shielding the two magnets have basically the same geometry.
The raw transmission data is shown in Fig. 4.3(a). The baseline offset of about 15 dB
at low frequencies comes from losses in the matching resistors and was removed in the
evaluation. An excessive attenuation was found for the kicker without shielded ferrites
(black trace). Around 500 MHz S21 is below −80 dB and the trace is very ragged. This
ruggedness is not due to noise but to an interference of waves going through the ferrite
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Metallic strips on ceramic
Painted fingers on ferrite
Serigraphed fingers on ferrite
Figure 4.2: Result of longitudinal impedance measurements on a single ferrite cell of
23 cm length. Among the considered options serigraphy fingers on the ferrite gave the
largest impedance reduction.



















(a) The magnitude transmission is considerably
lower for the unshielded kicker.




















(b) Below ≈ 500 MHz the phase advance of S21
is much larger for the unshielded kicker.
Figure 4.3: Raw wire measurement data for an unshielded and a shielded MKE kicker.
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Figure 4.4: The electromagnetic properties of the ferrite type Ferroxcube 8C11 [17].
module and other waves propagating in the space between the ferrite module and the
outer kicker tank [21]. The transition piece between the tank and the ferrite module
reduces the power coupled to the tank, but it does not eliminate it completely since
there are gaps on the sides. The phase of S21 has to be considered carefully in this region,
since there may be abrupt changes. For the printed fingers the low-frequency resonance
previously observed during single-cell measurements was encountered at about 48 MHz.
At higher frequencies the curve is smooth, which indicates that the power going through
the tank is negligible compared to the power transmitted inside the ferrite blocks.
The origin of the 48 MHz resonance can be explained considering the finger geometry.
In the region where the fingers overlap a longitudinal λ/2 resonance can exist, with
electric field maxima at the end of the overlap. Adjacent fingers act like a microstrip
line driven in the difference mode. The high permeability µr and permittivity r of the
ferrite causes this resonance to appear at much lower frequencies than in free space.
Since the thickness of the ferrite is much larger then the finger spacing and width, the















where n = 1 is the order of the resonance. The high frequency parameters of the used fer-
rite are given in Fig. 4.4. Evaluating Eq. 4.1 at 48 MHz a resonator length L = 193 mm
is found, in very good agreement with the 185 mm finger length. Higher order finger
resonances are also possible, however due to the strongly frequency-dependent ferrite
properties they do not appear at multiples of the fundamental mode. Since µ′r rolls off
fast above 50 MHz these resonances are pushed to much higher frequencies. Numeri-
cally solving Eq. 4.1 yields f ≈ 500 MHz for the second resonance, which corresponds
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(a) The lower transmission loss with shielding
leads to a reduced real part of Z.
















(b) The imaginary part of Z in decreased below
500 MHz.
Figure 4.5: Comparison of the longitudinal MKE impedance with and without shielding.
to the small dip in Fig. 4.3(a) at ≈ 600 MHz. The resonance is strongly damped by the
ferrite itself since the loss factor increases quickly with frequency.
Since the 48 MHz resonance is directly linked to the finger length, it can be influenced
by changing the finger geometry. For instance, one could try to push this resonance to
a higher frequency by shortening the finger overlap. This would move the resonance
to a region with higher ferrite losses, which act as an in-built damping. However, de-
creasing the finger overlap might also degrade the broad-band shielding efficiency. 3D
electromagnetic simulations should be used to validate optimized finger geometries.
Fig. 4.5 depicts the Z of both kickers. For easy comparison with other kickers Z was
normalized by the tank length of ≈ 2.2 m, a normalization that will also be done for
the lost power and transverse impedance. A very important reduction in <{Z} was
obtained. The only drawback is the low-frequency resonance, which fortunately does
not fall on a 40 MHz LHC beam harmonic. As a cross-check a resonant measurement
was done on the shielded kicker. Excellent agreement between the transmission and
resonator data was found (red and blue traces in Fig. 4.5(a)).
The heating power in the magnets was calculated with the measured power spectrum
of the LHC type beam in SPS (Fig. 4.6). A substantial reduction, by more than factor
four, was found with shielding, for which case a major part of the heating comes from
the low-frequency resonance.
Finally, a comparison of the complete MKE kicker inventory is shown in Fig. 4.7.
4.3 Summary
After the confirmation of substantial MKE kicker heating with beam in 2003, an im-
pedance reduction campaign was started. In measurements on a single ferrite cell po-
tential shielding techniques were evaluated. The most promising technique, metallic in-
terleaved fingers printed directly onto the ferrite, was implemented on an entire kicker.
A very significant reduction of both the real and imaginary part of Z was found. In
terms of heating power with LHC type beam an improvement by a factor four was
obtained.
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(a) Power spectrum in 1 Ω impedance for the
LHC beam at 26 GeV as measured during the
2004 SPS scrubbing run [25].


















(b) The total power lost in the kickers for the
beam in (a) was reduced by the shielding from
165 W/m to 39 W/m.
Figure 4.6: Calculation of the beam-induced heating power with the measured SPS
beam spectrum.













MKE−L8, no shielding, movex0y0.s1p
MKE−L9, no shielding, CAL1FULL.s1p
MKE−L10, fully shielded, S21_1.s1p
MKE−S3, no shielding, DATA00_oct6.D1
MKE−S6, two out of seven cells shielded,
DATA00_oct5.D1
Figure 4.7: Comparison of all types of MKE kickers. MKE-L9 was built with a high




It was found in 2003 with beam measurements that the SPS transverse impedance
ZTR had risen by 50% after the re-installation of five MKE kickers [26]. Therefore it
was desirable to measure ZTR on a single kicker and to verify, whether the shielding –
besides its main purpose of reducing the heating – also has a positive impact on ZTR. A
comprehensive measurement programme was carried out on two magnets representing
the extreme cases with respect to shielding:
1. MKE-L8: no shielding at all
2. MKE-L10: all ferrite cells equipped with serigraphed interleaved metallic stripes.
The measurements were carried out using the techniques described in section 2.3. All
data given is normalized to the tank length of ≈ 2.2 m.
5.1 Two wire measurements
In this section the results of two wire transmission and resonant loop measurements are
discussed. Fig. 5.1 shows the results in the horizontal plane. For the real part of ZTR
(Fig. 5.1(a)) a very good agreement between transmission and resonant measurements
was found. The ripple on the transmission data comes from the residual mismatch
between the matching networks and the kicker and from the discontinuity between the
kicker tank and the ferrite module. Above 200 MHz a significant decrease of <ZTR was
found for the shielded kicker, while below there are one or two resonances. As for =ZTR
again a clear reduction with shielding was found above 100 MHz.
The vertical ZTR is depicted in Fig. 5.2. The agreement between transmission and
resonant measurements is not as good as in the horizontal case, which is probably due
to sag impacting the wire distance. Again it can be observed that below 200 MHz ZTR
is enhanced with shielding, while it is decreased somewhat at higher frequencies. In
general the effect of the shielding is less pronounced in the vertical plane.
5.2 Moving wire
On the unshielded MKE-L8 kicker moving wire measurements were done. The longitu-
dinal impedance was evaluated with horizontal offsets of up to ±20 mm and vertical
offsets up to ±15 mm in steps of 5 mm. A typical sample of raw data is plotted
22
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Transmission, MKE−L8, no shielding





























MKE−L8, no shielding, h1_dm.s1p
MKE−L10, printed fingers, hcal2.s1p
(b) Imaginary part
Figure 5.1: The horizontal ZTR of an unshielded and a shielded MKE kicker as measured
using the transmission and the resonant technique. Shielding decreases ZTR,x except at
frequencies below 200 MHz.






















Transmission, MKE−L8, no shielding


























MKE−L8, no shielding, v1_dm.s1p
MKE−L10, printed fingers, vcal2.s1p
(b)
Figure 5.2: The vertical ZTR of an unshielded and a shielded MKE kicker. An enhanced
ZTR was found below 200 MHz with shielding and an impedance reduction above.
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wire in center, movex0y0.s1p
wire 10 mm to the right, movex10y0.s1p
wire 20 mm to the right, movex20y0.s1p
(a) Wire displaced horizontally.













wire in center, movex0y0.s1p
wire 5 mm down, movex0y−5.s1p
wire 5 mm up, movex0y5.s1p
(b) Wire displaced vertically
Figure 5.3: Moving wire measurements on the unshielded MKE-L8 kicker.
in Fig. 5.3. For horizontal movements the measured longitudinal impedance Zm was
found to decrease as the wire is moved off-center.
Fig. 5.4 and 5.5 show Zm as a function of wire offset and frequency. The data was nor-
malized to Z, i.e. the trace with zero offset. For horizontal displacements the parabola
opens downward and for vertical displacements upward, corresponding to a negative
Zx and positive Zy.
The values obtained by fitting for the “generalized” transverse impedance Zx are shown
in Fig. 5.6. It can be seen that the fitting procedure is robust: the resulting Zx does
not depend much on original data set. Very similar results are obtained when taking
the full data set (9 points, offsets from −20 to +20 mm) or only a subset (5 points,
offsets from −10 to +10 mm. Therefore the obtained results should be very reliable.
Fig. 5.7 depicts the fitting results for Zy. For different data sets the outcome may vary
considerably, indicating rather large uncertainties. These uncertainties are probably
due to mechanical tolerances and sag. Above 500 MHz the fitting gives questionable
results due to the presence of tank modes. For further evaluation the green trace was
chosen as the most likely result, since the fitting yielded a parabola center in the correct
range.
Calculating the sum Zx+Zy = ZTR,x+ZTR,y the moving wire data can be compared
with ordinary two wire data. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.8. For the imaginary part
there is a rough agreement, while there are quite some discrepancies for the real part.
The main source of uncertainty is the fitting of Zy.
5.3 Summary
The impact of the MKE kicker shielding to reduce beam-induced heating on the trans-
verse impedance was examined. Three different methods were used to determine ZTR of
an unshielded and a fully shielded kicker. In both planes a reduction of ZTR was found
above 200 MHz, while there was an increase below. The agreement between two wire
transmission measurements and resonant measurements was good to acceptable, while
a rough agreement was found between two wire and moving wire measurements. For
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Figure 5.4: The impedance as a function of frequency and horizontal wire offset. The
data was normalized to the zero-offset trace for ease of display. The parabola opens
downwards, which indicates that the “generalized” transverse impedance Zx is negative.
Figure 5.5: The impedance as a function of frequency and vertical wire offset. The data
was normalized to the zero-offset trace for ease of display.
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Figure 5.6: The “generalized” horizontal transverse impedance Zx calculated from the
moving wire data. The results of the fitting do not depend much on the data set used,
which indicates that they should be reliable.














































Figure 5.7: The “generalized” vertical transverse impedance Zy calculated from the
moving wire data. Depending on the data set used the results vary considerably, which
points to a rather large uncertainty.
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Moving wire, points 2:7
(a)



























Moving wire, points 3:5
(b)
Figure 5.8: Comparison of the two-wire transmission data and the moving wire data for
MKE-L8. The discrepancies should be mainly due to mechanical uncertainties which
affect the fitting of Zy.
measurements in the vertical plane the main source of uncertainty is probably related
to wire sag.
Conclusion
After the observation of substantial heating of the MKE kickers in 2003, it was decided
to further study means to reduce the longitudinal kicker impedance. Several techniques
for shielding the ferrite from the beam-induced magnetic fields were examined. First
single ferrite cells were equipped with shielding and its efficiency evaluated in bench
measurements applying the wire method. The most promising technique was identified
as interleaved metallic fingers directly printed on the ferrite. Subsequently an entire
magnet was equipped with shielding and subjected to impedance measurements. A
reduction in heating by a factor four was obtained for LHC type beam. At the end of
the 2006 SPS run strong indications of reduced heating in the first installed kicker with
partial shielding were observed [27].
In order to reliably quantify the low remaining longitudinal impedance the measurement
methods had to be optimized and new measurement techniques applied. The transverse
impedance of shielded and unshielded kickers was assessed by three different methods,
including a new resonant technique. It was found that the shielding has a positive
effect above 200 MHz, while at lower frequencies an increase in transverse impedance
was found, which is probably due to resonances related to the finger geometry.
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